During walking, foot orientation and foot placement allow humans to 2 stabilize their gait and to move forward. Consequently the upper body adapts 3 to the ground reaction force (GRF) transmitted through the feet. The foot-4 ground contact is often modeled as a fixed pivot in bipedal models for anal-5 ysis of locomotion. The fixed pivot models, however, cannot capture the 6 effect of shift in the pivot point from heel to toe. In this study, we propose 7 a novel bipedal model, called SLIP COP , which employs a translating center 8 of pressure (COP) in a spring loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model. The 9 translating COP has two modes: one with a constant speed of translation and 10 the other as the weighted function of the GRF in the fore aft direction. We 11 use the relation between walking speed and touchdown (TD) angle as well 12 as walking speed and COP speed, from existing literature, to restrict steady 13 state solutions within the human walking domain. We find that with these 14 relations, SLIP COP provides steady state solutions for very slow to very fast 15 walking speeds unlike SLIP. SLIP COP for normal to very fast walking speed 16 shows good accuracy in estimating COM amplitude and swing stance ratio.
Introduction
be restricting its predictive capabilities at slower and faster walking speed. During 48 walking, COP of a particular foot travels approximately a distance of a foot length 49 and the COP progression velocity depends on speed of walking [12, 13, 14] . To 50 accommodate the mechanical consequences of COP progression, a few bipedal 51 models were developed for running [15, 16] and walking [17, 18] . Bullimore et 111% to 240%, as walking speed increases from 0.5 m/s to 2.5 m/s respectively. 61 However, these errors were considerably lesser compared to IP model with a fixed 62 pivot. Miff et al. [18] show that during walking vertical excursion of the trunk is 63 dependent on the foot rocker radius in the rocker based IP model. IP models in 64 the above studies consider only the single stance vaulting of the COM but not the 65 foot impact and double stance phase of walking. We need a bipedal model which 66 can simulate COP progression along with single/double stance, COM trajectory 67 and GRF patterns. 68 The objective of this study is to check, if addition of a COP progression model 69 would improve SLIP model's performance at slower and faster walking speeds. 70 Instead of using a predefined leg stiffness [11] , we optimize our spring stiffness. 71 We use the relation between TD angle, walking speed and COP speed obtained 72 from existing literature so as to make model-experiment comparison. We develop 73 a generic model called SLIP COP (Fig. 1 ) with COP progression considering two 74 modes of COP translation during stance: one with a constant COP speed and the 75 5 other accelerated COP. We include the constant velocity COP progression model 76 so as to compare our model with previous similar models. We make inter-model 77 comparisons between SLIP and SLIP COP for various walking parameters to an-78 alyze the results qualitatively and quantitatively. Subsequently, we compare the 79 two models with real walking scenarios to assess the quality of our solutions. COM state at apex is described by [x,ẋ, y,ẏ] and at TD the leg makes an angle of 87 θ o . Both models are simulated in the sagittal plane. We non-dimensionalize the 88 equations of motion to develop generic models catering to humans with different 89 anthropometric measurements [19, 20, 21] . Force experienced by the COM before 90 non-dimensionalization in the forward and vertical direction is given as
is the GRF in the right leg, m is the mass, k is the spring stiffness, g acceleration due to gravity, 
whereF r =k(1 − L r ) (see Fig. 1 Table 2 ). The lower and upper bound for the COP progression velocity are the minimum and maximum speed of the COP during experimental walking. The COP model during stance is described as the function of the GRF in the fore-aft direction as
Especially, two modes of this translating COP model are considered: one con-96 sidering effect of a constant COP speed during stance (µ = 0) and the other as 97 weighted function of the GRF during stance (µ = 1).
98
We obtain steady state solutions of the two models by optimizing their param-99 eters to generate a limit cycle. 3 Results
111
Firstly, we compare COM, COP and GRF trajectories for the two models (SLIP, 112 SLIP COP ) for a given set of optimized parameters (see Table 1 ) to assess the qual- the COM height at TD, which is physically impossible. And at y i = 1, the system 129 will be under free fall as the leg will be at its natural uncompressed length sug-130 gesting no foot contact with the ground. As seen in Fig. 5a for SLIP, increase in 13 better than SLIP COP at lower speed ranges because its optimized spring stiffness 170 values lie close to human leg stiffness. Fig. 6b SLIP COP outperforms (error below 25%) SLIP, which fails to find a solution.
176
The concept of virtual pivot point (VPP) is illustrated in Fig. 3 and expressed 177 in eq.(9). In Fig. 6d the VPP factor (γ) is compared with the physiologically and COP speed) enables us to obtain limit cycle solutions at these speed ranges.
196
The relation between TD angle and walking speed also suggests that as the walk- angle, walking speed, and COP speed could affect the optimal value of stiffness. 216 We understand that the human walking gait is a consequence of the stabilization 
Subtracting eqns.(12) from (11) we get,
As both sides of the eqn.(13) are positive with y i < L V PP , this implies k > k V PP .
243
To reduce the vertical displacement occurring due to reduced spring stiffness,
244
Bullimore et al.
[16] added a constraint on the vertical movement of the COM.
245
Constraining the vertical displacement for our models resulted a difficulty to find 8)). As discussed before, due to COP progression we have an increase in 260 stance time which is also responsible for decrease in cadence because is defined as 261 steps per min. One more factor that is characteristic of a progressive COP model 262 is the generation of a virtual pivot point as discussed above (Fig. 3 Table 1 . 
